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About Digital Reach
Bringing a wealth of knowledge from his time at various start-ups and ad

agencies, Ben Childs joined forces with high school friends, Andrew Seidman and

Zach Mandelblatt, to found the Digital Reach Agency in 2011. As a full-service

Internet Marketing company, they have a long pedigree in all things digital – SEO,

AdWords and much more.
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The Problem
As the need for internet marketing reaching fever pitch, Digital Reach had their

work cut out when it came to making sure they stood out from the crowd.

They made the mistake of sending overloaded, information-heavy proposal that

didn’t quickly grab the client’s attention.

The Solution
After hearing about Qwilr from a podcast, it was a no-brainer for them to try out

the software. They built branded Qwilr pages for larger clients with their own

specific deliverables and supporting graphics, screenshots and videos that really

built the business case. With Qwilr, they transformed their sales pitch into a much

more engaging and visual experience that has really caught the attention of

prospects.
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Ben Childs 

Digital Reach, President

Instead of overwhelming a client with a heavily-loaded
document, we now use more visual media types to showcase
our capabilities with greater depth, in a way that is interactive
and memorable
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The Results
It’s been effortless for the team to learn how to use Qwilr and they can now tweak

sales templates in as little as 5 minutes,

So far, $50K worth of proposals have been accepted at the click of a button with

just a notification popping up on Ben's phone in moments. No counter signing

needed.

Overall, Qwilr has given Digital Reach the edge they need to stand out from the

crowd and to hit their monthly revenue targets. As they push forward with their

plans to expand into the branding space, Ben is eager to find new ways for Qwilr

to help them get there.
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Curious for more Qwilr
stories?
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https://qwilr.com/customers

